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The Twenty Second Convocation of SASTRA 
thUniversity was held on 19  July 2008. Prof. C.N.R. Rao, 

National Research Professor & Linus Pauling Research 
Professor and Honorary President of Jawaharlal Nehru 
Centre for Advanced Scientific Research, Bangalore, 
delivered the Convocation Address and awarded the 
degrees. Delivering the convocation address Prof. Rao 
said: "Inter-Disciplinary approach is very important for 
science and engineering. Life itself is inter-disciplinary 
and inter-disciplinary programmes like material science 
and engineering can be offered by Universities."

Five new Indian Institutes of Science, seven Indian 
Institutes of Technologies have come up and the faculty 
demand for all these premier institutes in the county will 

be 10,000. It is not known whether we will get so much 
of faculty to fill up. Youth should use this opportunity 
and work towards filling this demand. “You should 
dream big. Money is not important. Try to do something 
worthwhile. Achieve great things,” Rao advised the 
young graduates. 

Asked on my views on Higher 
Education in India in a recent 
newspaper interview, I had mentioned 
that Indian higher education plays a 

pivotal role in the economic, social and political 
development of the country. However there are serious 
lacunae such as quality, enrolment ratio, regional imbalances 
and regulatory issues that need to be addressed.  The 
National Knowledge Commission reflects this problem 
thus: “There is  quite a crisis in higher education in India that 
runs deep.” In this regard, I also endorse the view of AICTE 
former Chairman Dr. R. Natarajan, who said during the 
recent CII National Summit on Quality in Higher Education, 
that technical education needs rejuvenation as the industry is 
changing dynamically. It is clear that the situation calls for 
dynamic solutions in areas we lag behind.      

On the home-front, the quarter under review proved highly 
nd th

eventful. The 22  Convocation was held on 19  July 08, in 
which SASTRA conferred D.Sc., (honoris causa)  on Prof. 
CNR. Rao, Honorary President of Jawaharlal Nehru Centre 
for Advanced Scientific Research, Bangalore.  The Centre 
for Nanotechnology & Advanced Biomaterials (CeNTAB) 
of SASTRA has been chosen as a global partner in the Global 
Bioengineering Network of USA. A series of Knowledge 
Leadership Forum lectures were delivered by eminent 
speakers. A Biotechnology student of SASTRA successfully 
completed an internship in Switzerland and 20 of our final 
year B.Tech students have gone on internship to various 
industries in Germany.  SASTRA's Cultural Team has 
bagged the overall championship at the 'Festember'08 

thconducted by NIT, Trichy for a record 10  time.  Our 
students have won many other laurels in cultural and sports 
events displaying their all-round talents. Colosseum, the 
intercollegiate Sports Meet and Carpe Diem, the annual 
intramural cultural festival were conducted during 
September 08. Other events  featured in the present issue of 
ITIHAS bear testimony to the academic, research, co-
curricular and extracurricular  activities.  

This issue of ITIHAS carries a special iQUOTE series which 
presents students' SASTRA.

My hearty Seasonal Greetings to the readers of ITIHAS.  

Prof. C.N.R. Rao awarding the degree to a student 
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He said that science is a route to immortality and 
spirituality. Youth should climb up the limitless ladders 
of excellence offered by science. He called for 
perseverance, tenacity and doggedness besides 
intelligence. He asked the students not to forget our 
glorious  tradition, which  is important for science also.

D.Sc.(honoris causa) Conferred on Prof. Rao

SASTRA University conferred Doctor of Science 
(honoris causa) on Prof. C.N.R. Rao in appreciation of 
his total commitment to research and contribution for 
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A section of the audienceA section of the audience

the development of science and technology in the 
country. Prof. R. Sethuraman, Vice Chancellor, 
SASTRA conferred the degree.

Prof. Rao later awarded degrees to graduates of the year 
2007-08. 2454 students were awarded Ph.D., M.Phil.,  
P.G. and U.G. degrees on various disciplines in 
Engineering and Technology, Management, 
Commerce, Arts, Science and Pharmacy disciplines. 

Our Vice-Chancellor awards D.Sc. (honoris causa) 
to Prof. C.N.R. Rao 

Prof. C.N.R. Rao delivering the Convocation Address



"SASTRA's admission policy is entirely 
based on merit and done in a transparent 
manner. This ensures an uncompromising 
quality at the entry level making SASTRA 
graduates sought after by the industry and 
other consumers

SASTRA UNIVERSITY
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Dr. G. Sundararajan, Director, International Advanced 
Research Centre for Powder Metallurgy and New 
Materials (ARCI), delivered the Knowledge Leadership 
Forum Lecture on `Nanomaterials: Research, 
Application Development and Commercialisation,' on 

th5  August, 2008.  

In his lecture Dr. Sundararajan said: Central Govern-
ment has allotted Rs. 1,000 crore in the Eleventh Five 
Year Plan for nanotechnology research and development 
in the country. A nanomission had also been launched by 
the Central Government. Under the Nanomission, full-
fledged institutions on nanotechnology have been 
established at Bangalore, Kolkatta and Chandigarh.

Nanotechnology is an interdisciplinary field where 
experts from various conventional sciences like Physics, 
Chemistry, Biology, Medicine, Pharmaceuticals come 

Dr. G. SUNDARARAJAN

KNOWLEDGE LEADERSHIP FORUM

The Knowledge Leadership Forum of SASTRA 
University invited Dr. M.S. Vijayaraghavan, Advisor, 
National Technical Research Organisation, Government 
of India, New Delhi, to deliver a talk on the topic “The 
Role of Electrical Engineers in National Security", in 
July, 2008.

His talk emphasized the need for a comprehensive 
national security system and highlighted the enormous 
opportunities that exist in data and information security 
research. He said knowledge is a huge canvas and has a 
higher bandwidth. There is a need to continuously 
update knowledge on all fronts.

Dr. Vijayaraghavan also stressed the need for lateral 
thinking and utilisation of imaging and defence 
technologies for the nation's development.

He urged the young engineering students to make use of 
the vast opportunities available to them. 

Dr. M.S. VIJAYARAGHAVAN
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Dr. BALDEV RAJ

Nuclear energy is inevitable for sustainable energy, said 
Dr. Baldev Raj, Distinguished scientist and Director, 
Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam 

thon 8  August 2008.

Delivering the Knowledge Leadership Forum lecture on 
`Challenges in Materials Research for Sustainable 
Nuclear Energy' at SASTRA University, Dr. Baldev Raj 
said that energy sources are not in competition with each 
other but are complimentary to each other.

Environment  f r iendl iness ,  d ivers i ty,  cos t -
competitiveness, efficiency and reliability should be 
taken into consideration for energy sustainability.

In the world, for electricity generation, coal contributes 
to the tune of 39 per cent, oil 10 per cent, gas 15 per cent, 
nuclear 16 per cent and hydel 19 per cent.

together and produce nanomaterials, which have wider 
applications in the fields of health and medicine, auto-
mobiles, drinking water, textiles, energy etc.

ARCI has been in the process of developing various na-
nomaterials. Some have been developed and transferred 
for use. Using nano silver filters, protected drinking 
water has been given to nearly 30 villages. Countries like 
USA, Japan, China and Korea are investing more in 
nanotechnology research. Nano silver is used in various 
consumer items like air conditioners, tooth paste. 

Dr. Sundararajan stressed upon the need for industry - 
academia interaction leading to product development 
which in turn would contribute to economic growth.

Prof. R. Sethuraman, Vice-Chancellor of SASTRA, 
presided over the meeting. Dr S Swaminathan, Dean 
(SR) and Director (CeNTAB), welcomed the gathering 
and Dr. M. Vijayalakshmi, SCBT, proposed a vote of 
thanks.

SASTRA UNIVERSITY

ITIHAS  VOL:8,  III QUARTER - 2008

“A secured Wi-Fi connectivity at 18Mbps is 
available free of cost to all the students 
making teaching-learning process unique 
and has also added a new dimension to the 
creative abilities of students.”
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As coal reserves are not going to last long,  India should 
exploit renewable energy sources like solar, wind and 
nuclear fission and fusion. With respect to hydel 
projects, India should go for micro and macro projects 
and not mega projects. Kalpakkam Atomic Plant is a 
unique site in the world housing the three stages of 
nuclear reactors and closed fuel cycle facilities. India's 
plan is to generate 20,000 mw of nuclear power by 2020 
A.D.

With improved collaboration it can go upto 30,000 Mw. 
Whether there is collaboration or not, India will emerge 
as a world leader in nuclear energy, Dr. Raj said.

P r o f .  R .  S e t h u r a m a n ,  Vi c e - C h a n c e l l o r ,  
Dr. K. Thiagarajan,  Dean - School of Mechanical 
Engineering,  Dr. S. Swaminathan, Dean -  Sponsored 
Research,  and Dr. S. Pugazhenthi Professor, School of 
Mechanical Engineering  also spoke.

Prof V.S.RAMAMURTHY 

Domain expertise and the responsibility to drive the 
knowledge economy propels new discoveries and 
technologies, said Prof V.S.Ramamurthy Director, 
Board of Governors, Indian Institute of Technology, 
Delhi, and DAE - Homi Bhabha Chair Professor, Inter- 
University Accelerator Centre, New Delhi.

In his inspiring address to the students and faculty of 
SASTRA under the auspices of the Silver Jubilee 

thKnowledge Leadership Forum, on 8  September, 2008,   
Prof Ramamurthy emphasized the application of science 
to satisfy human needs and to develop sustainable 
technologies.

stHe observed that the 21  century has recorded major 
discoveries and emergence of new technologies. 
Though science is full of serendipity, discovery requires 
a trained mind, the confidence and courage to question 

“Personality development courses integrated 
with the mainstream curriculum makes the 
students better prepared for a professional 
career. They also become successful 
individuals.”
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observations, identify systematic behaviour in 
experiments and chase anomalies. While science is 
universal, technology is region- specific.

Hence apart from the domain knowledge, one should 
also possess a strong understanding of the  economy of 
the environment and the technological feasibility.

Prof. Ramamurthy expressed hope that innovation and 
entrepreneurship training as a part of the curriculum and 
the freedom to learn, evolving interdisciplinary trends 
coupled with strong domain knowledge and 
perseverance will bring out path-breaking discoveries. 

Shri P.R. RAJHA

“A successful entrepreneur possesses the skill to achieve 
and grow beyond all hurdles, ability to run the risk of 
unknown factors and sees opportunities and huge 
potential that would emerge from the initiative. 
Entrepreneurship is more an inspiration from the lives of 
institution builders and innovators and cannot be taught 
i n  b o o k s  a n d  p r o g r a m m e s ”  s a i d  S h r i  
Ramasubrahmaneya Rajha, Chairman, Ramco Group of 
Companies, on September 22, 2008. Addressing the 
Knowledge Leadership Forum conceived on the 
occasion of the University's Silver Jubilee celebrations, 
Shri Rajha congratulated the SASTRA University and 
its management for its accent on meritocracy and growth 
absent in many engineering colleges with business 
propositions. Tracing the obstacles and difficulties faced 
by institution builders, he said that their selflessness, 
their enjoyment to meet challenges and their joy in 
achieving their goals make seemingly impossible things 
possible. In an era where world trade and human 
behaviour change, every problem should be taken as a 
world class opportunity and the entrepreneur needs to 
take strategic measures to perform beyond the ordinary.

"The infrastructure facilities available at 
SASTRA provide a congenial environment 
for teaching, training, research and 
consultancy making SASTRA a truly 
integrated University."
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Shri Rajha also distributed merit scholarships to the 
tune of Rs.50.00 lakh to SASTRA students. Students 
placed in the top 2% were awarded scholarships by way 
of 20% tuition fee refund, based on their academic 
pe r fo rmance  du r ing  SASTRA Unive r s i ty  
examinations, while students between 3% percent and 
10% percent were awarded scholarships by way of 10% 
tuition fee refund. Shri Rajha also congratulated 
SASTRA for this laudable initiative.

Prof. R.Sethuraman, Vice-Chancellor, presided over 
the meeting. Earlier, Dr.S.Swaminathan, Dean – 
Sponsored Research and Director CeNTAB welcomed 
the gathering and the Registrar Prof. N. Anantharaman 
proposed a vote of thanks.

LECTURE ON WATER SECURITY IN ASIA

Dr. Seetharam,  Director  
and Visiting Professor , 
Institute of Water Policy , 
Lee Kuan Yew School of 
Public Policy, National 
University of Singapore, 
delivered a special lecture on 
“Perspective on Water 
Security in Asia,” at the 
Students Association of the 

ndSchool of Civil Engineering  SASTRA on 22  July 2008. 
Dr. Seetharam, is an internationally recognized expert 
with 20 years of professional experience on development 
cooperation, diplomacy, infrastructure, integrated 
planning for economic growth and social development. 

In his address Dr. Seetharam stressed the importance of 
water which is a precious gift from nature, its availability, 
usage and possible reuse. He claimed that even our 
forefathers and great saints stressed the value of water 
right  during the Vedic age. Dr. Seetharam admired the 
quality of graduate engineers produced by SASTRA. He 
also suggested that SASTRA can aim at starting a 
practical course for Civil Engineers with applied research 
so that they can be turned out like the Professional 
Engineers (PE) of USA.   Dr. Seetharam also suggested a 
road map for the civil engineering students to develop 
themselves in future as Nation/Globe builders.   

“Training & Placement department in 
collaboration with different constituent units 
is vibrant and offers a multiple platform for 
student learning with a multidisciplinary 
approach.”
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SASTRA INKS PACT WITH NCRM

A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) was signed on 
th25  July, 08 between the Centre for Nanotechnology and 

Advanced Biomaterials (CeNTAB) of SASTRA Uni-
versity and Nichi-In Centre for Regenerative Medicine 
(NCRM), Chennai.

This MoU, signed by Dr. S. Swaminathan, Director, 
CeNTAB and Dr Samuel Abraham, Director, NCRM, 
will facilitate research in clinical applications of 
nanotechnology and stem cell therapy. Speaking on the 
occasion, Dr. Swaminathan said "SASTRA's strength in 
nano-biomaterials and NCRM's strength in stem cell 
applications will be utilized to address diabetic ulcers, 
liver cirrhosis and oral ulcers."

In his address,  Dr Samuel Abraham said: 
Nanotechnology and stem cell therapy are evolving 
sciences and possess immense potential to solve human 
problems. NCRM will be involved in stem cell isolation 
and expansion, while SASTRA will be developing non 
cytotoxic, biocompatible and biodegradable 
nanomaterial scaffolds to grow these cells. These 
research projects will be targeted to address problems 
which affect rural population in our country.

Earlier, Dr Samuel Abraham delivered a talk on "Stem 
Cells, Regenerative Medicine and Nanotechnology" as a 
part of the Knowledge Leadership Forum lecture series. 

He said that cord blood, bone marrow, foetus and adult 
organs are rich sources of stem cells and show promising 
potential in regenerative medicine. His talk also outlined 
techniques which use hepatocytes to treat acute liver 
failure and chondrocytes to treat osteo arthritis.

Exchange of MoU Copies

“Industry-Institute interaction has been 
the cornerstone for SASTRA's enhanced 
visibility in the industry and has paved 
way for many reforms happening at 
SASTRA.”
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CeNTAB IN GLOBAL NETWORK

The Centre for Nanotechnology & Advanced 
Biomaterials (CeNTAB) at SASTRA University, has 
been chosen as a global partner in the Global 
Bioengineering Network funded by the National 
Science Foundation of the USA. This network is a 
consortium of reputed Universities, Corporations and 
Government Organizations spanning six continents and 
promotes bioengineering innovation and research 
besides enhancing visibility and interaction among 
partners. SASTRA University will be a part of this 
global network from September 1, 2008. The centre is 
engaged in cutting edge research in tissue engineering, 
drug delivery,  cell  signalling, proteomics,  
electrophysiology, thin film biosensors and 
nanoelectronic devices, besides development of small 
diameter cardio vascular grafts, gas sensors and carbon 
nanotube based energy conservation devices. The centre 
is equipped with Scanning Electron Microscope, Atomic 
Force Microscope, X-ray Diffraction Unit, FT-IR 
Spectrometer and Confocal microscope, besides 
extensive facility for invitro and invivo studies on animal 
models. 

SASTRA STUDENT AT INTERNSHIP IN SWITZERLAND

Chi. Aditya Sankar, a final year B.Tech. Biotechnology 
student at SASTRA University was selected for The 
Summer Research Program in Life Sciences and 
Technology at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de 
Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland. This 
3-month internship between July and Sepember'08 
offers intensive research training opportunities to 
undergraduate students interested in research careers in 
life sciences. 29 students were selected from applicants 
taken worldwide and each student were matched with a 

Chi. Aditya Sankar (sixth from left) with other scientists in the lab

“With Wi-Fi and fully networked campus 
offering seamless internet connection, a 
host of databases available in the e-library 
has made information access an enjoyable 
and enriching experience.”
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specific laboratory based on the student's interest and 
background. The students worked as members of 
research groups headed by leading scientists for a period 
of nine weeks, on a project related to the research 
interest/goal of that particular lab. Aditya worked at the 
The ISREC Foundation, (Swiss Institute for 
Experimental Cancer Research) which is a foundation 
governed by the Swiss Civil Law. It is overseen by the 
Swiss Confederation. With a stipend of over 4000 chf,  
Aditya worked with a team headed by Dr. Grapin 
Bottton Anne that studies early pancreatic development 
in embryos of chick and mice for the expression of a 
s p e c i f i c  p r o t e i n  c a l l e d  B i c a u d a l  C  
(BIC -c)to demystify the relations the gene has with a 
large number of signalling pathways.  It would finally 
point out a direction towards identifying the real stem 
cells responsible for pancreal development(which is yet 
a mystery) and could take a huge step towards cell 
therapies not only for diabetes but also for pancreatic 
cancer, alzheimers disease, etc. 

Chi. Aditya's international fellowship gives a huge 
impetus to his research aims through a unique and 
enriching experience and has prepared him to compete 
at a global level.

INTERNSHIP IN GERMANY

20 final year students from various B.Tech. degree 
programmes left for Germany for a four month 
internship between Oct’08 and January’09. These 
students have been selected to work in leading 
companies like Infineon, Delta, Kloster, DSI Laser, AP 
Tronic, Schonmakers, Bernstein AG, etc and will be 
paid stipends during their internship period. This is 
part of the Memorandum of Understanding that 
SASTRA has with Swiss German University and 
University of Applied Sciences. The students will be 
working on special projects guided by industry 
mentors on various areas like Semiconductor Devices 
Testing, Laser Welding, Digital Power Supplies, 
P o w e r  E l e c t r o n i c s ,  I m a g e  P r o c e s s i n g ,  
Microbiological Studies, Cell Biology, etc. Such 
practical internships in industries outside India will not 
only give them hands-on experience but also an 
orientation towards being a global professional. The 
students have also been trained in German language 
which is part of the Foreign Language Cell of 
SASTRA University which teaches German, Japanese 
and French. 

“With an accent on globalization, students are 
encouraged to undergo internships in Germany, 
Singapore, Switzerland, etc. This has widened 
the scope of their career opportunities and has 
added  a new paradigm shift.”
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SASTRA UNIVERSITY WINS FESTEMBER FOR 
thTHE (te)N  TIME

The SASTRA University Cultural team romped home in 
thstyle bagging the overall championship for a record 10  

time at Festember'08 organised by NIT, Trichy between 
th stSeptember 18 and 21 , 2008. SASTRA University 

established its supremacy in all forms of events like 
Music, Dance, Literature, Oration, Arts, Dramatics, etc 
and pushed even the host team of NIT, Trichy to a distant 
second. Despite tough competition and initial setback 
due to 'dubious judgment' in the dance event, SASTRA 
students held their nerves to clinch the Illayaraja Rolling 
Shield and the RECAL Trophy. After 7 successive wins 
between 1997 & 2003, and finishing runner-up in 2004, 
not participating in 2005, the championship for 2008 
makes it three in a row again for the SASTRA cultural 
team which beat over 75 participating colleges. This 
unique record which is unparalleled in the history of any 
intercollege cultural competitions has been largely due 
to the untiring efforts of the students and the 
encouraging activities that are part of various student 
clubs at SASTRA. 

The Colosseum, an Inter-College Sports Festival,  was 
organized by SASTRA University, with the 
participation of more than 600 students from various 
institutions from the State. Events like Chess, Table 
Tennis, Badminton, Foot Ball, Basket Ball, Volley Ball 
and Best Physique were conducted during the 4-day 
festival between September 11 and 14, 2008. More than 
20 institutions participated in these events which saw 
sporting talents at competitive levels.

In the boys' events, Sathyabama University emerged the 
winner in Basket Ball and Volley Ball, while SSN 
College of Engineering emerged the winner in Chess, 
Table Tennis and Badminton. The Foot Ball 

Our winning team with the organizers of Festember'08 

COLOSSEUM AT SASTRA 

“With a management and faculty that 
embraces all of its students with care 
and concern, the students make 
SASTRA their second  home.”
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Championship was won by M.A.M. College of 
Engineering and the overall cup for Best Physique by 
SASTRA University.

In the girls' events, SRM University emerged victorious 
in Basket Ball and Volley Ball. SSN College of 
Engineering and Thiyagarajar College of Engineering 
walked away with a trophy each for Table Tennis and 
Chess respectively.

This grand event which promoted high spirit of 
sportsmanship saw honours divided among the 
institutions. 

CARPE DIEM'08

Carpe Diem, SASTRA University's annual intramural 
cultural festival began with a bang on September 12, 
2008. It flagged off a slew of events in various areas such 
as literary, dance, music and fine arts. The English, 
Hindi and Tamil literary events got off to a blitzy start 
with over 1500 participants on the first day. Not to be left 
back, were the arts and music events on their big days of 

th th13  and 14  September, with SASTRA Super Singer by 
itself attracting a participation of over 200 singers. The 
final evening of the event capped off a truly dazzling 
dance event performed to an audience of 1000. In all, 
over 40 events were conducted and over 2,000 students 
participated in the 3-day events. Orchestrated by various 
student clubs of SASTRA, this event brought forward 
unimaginable talent to the forefront, reinforcing the 
strength of the SASTRA University Cultural Team, 
which is known for its winning performances in various 
cultural competitions.

The winning teams with the trophy 

“The WADIO is a wonderful initiative that 
fully leverages the Wi-Fi facility. This is 
an on-campus radio that provides a perfect 
platform for infotainment.”
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Ph.D. AT SASTRA

Smt. K. Vijayareka, Professor, 
Department of EEE defended her 
thesis, “Application of Image 
Process ing  Techniques  and 
Development of Algorithms for 
quality grading of Citrus Fruits 
Based on External Defects” at the 

thpublic viva voce exam on 14  July 
2008. She worked at the Central 
Electronics Engineering Research Institute, (CEERI),  
Chennai for her research. Dr. R. Govindaraj of CEERI 
was her research supervisor. 

Sri N. Mahesh, Scientific Officer, 
CARISM, defended his Ph.D. thesis 
on the topic “Acclimatization of 
mar ine  bac te r i a  exh ib i t ing  
enhanced biodegradation potential 
of crude oil and oily sludge and their 
field evaluation”, in a public viva 

thvoce exam conducted on 16  July, 
2008. Dr. S. Murugesh was his 
research advisor. 

Ms. M. Vijayalakshmi, Professor, 
School of Biotechnology defended 
her Ph.D., thesis on “Probing the 
role of Chromatin modifications on 
nucleosome stability, Cell Viability 
and chromatin architecture” at a 

thpublic viva voce exam. on 17  July, 
2008. She worked at the National 
Centre for Biological Sciences – 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Bangalore for 
her research. Dr. G.V. Shivashankar of TIFR was her 
research advisor. 

Shri K.S. Rajan, Asst. Professor, 
School of Biotechnology defended 
his thesis on the title: “Gas-solid 
heat transfer studies in gas-solid 
flow systems Supervisors” at a 

thpublic viva voce exam on 17  July, 
2008. Dr. S.N. Srivasatava, Dean, 
SCBT was his research advisor. 

“The choice based credit system has given 
a unique opportunity for the students to go 
beyond the curriculum and make 
meaningful choices to enhance their 
employability.”
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Ph.D. BY FACULTY

Smt. K. Santhakumari, Asst. Professor, 

Department of Physics, got her Ph.D., 

for her thesis, “Characterization of 

T u n g s t e n  O x i d e  f i l m s  a n d  

Electrochromic Devices” in July 2008 at 

Bharathidasan University, Trichy.

Smt. K. Lalithambika, Senior Lecturer,  

Department of Physics, got her Ph.D., 

for her thesis, “Studies on Indium Tin 

Oxide-Conducting Oxide f i lms 

prepared by different techniques for 

Solar Cells. ” in August 2008 at 

Bharathidasan University, Trichy.

Shri. M. Chandrasekar, Professor, 

School of EEE got his Ph.D. from the 

Bharathidasan University, Trichy in 

September, 2008 on the topic, 

“Solutions to problems on fracture 

mechanics and signal devices” 

Dr. M. Thiyagarajan, Professor, School 

of Computing, SASTRA was his research supervisor. 

RAJIV GANDHI FELLOW AWARD

Chi. C. Karthikeyan, IV B.Tech. 
Biotechnology was selected for the 
JNCASR's Summer Research 
Programme (SRFP '08) to work at 
the National Centre for Biological 
Sciences (NCBS), Bangalore, 
under Dr. Suhel Quader for a 

rdperiod of two months (3   June to 
th7  August 2008). Out of the 120 

students who underwent the summer research 
programme, Karthikeyan was selected as one of the 15 
students  to receive the Rajiv Gandhi Sciences Talent 
Research Fellow. He received a monthly stipend of Rs. 
5000/- and a book grant of Rs. 1000.  

Ms. G. Geetha, a full time research scholar defended her 
thesis  titled "Information Security System - Devised 
and Enhanced" at a public viva voce exam conducted on 

th11  July, 2008. Dr. M.Thiyagarajan, Professor, School 
of Computing was her research advisor.

“The students' activity centre has clubs for 
Public Speaking, Fine Arts, Music, JAM, 
etc making student life learning, 
enjoyable and fun-filled.”
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RESEARCH ADVISORY COUNCIL MEETING

The second meeting of the Research Advisory Council, 
th thSASTRA was held from 8  to 10  September, 2008. 27 

Ph.D. Scholars who are about to submit their theses 
made their presentations before the experts. 
D r.  V. S .  R a m a m u r t h y,  D r.  A .  G n a n a m ,  
Dr. V. Gopalakrishnan, Dr. R. Balakrishnan, Dr.O.P. 
Agarwal and Dr. N. Jayasankaran were the external 
experts of who attended the meeting.

A presentation in progress

COMPUTER TRAINING TO IAF PERSONNEL

The Valedictory Function of the two-month Computer 
Training Programme offered by the MCA Department 
for the Officers of the Indian Air Force Station, 

thThanjavur was held on 27  September 2008. Wing 
Commander Mr. Eshwar Kodolli participated in the 
function and received the certificates on behalf of the 
participants. Prof. N. Anantharaman, Registrar 
d e l i v e r e d  t h e  v a l e d i c t o r y  a d d r e s s  a n d  
Dr. S. Gopalakrishnan, Head, MCA spoke on the need 
for paperless administration.  The feedback received 
from the participants of the service programme was very 
good.

Mr. Eshwar Kodolli is receiving  the certificates Mr. Eshwar Kodolli is receiving  the certificates 
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“Student Citizen Of SASTRA (SCOS) is 
available for any SOS. This voluntary 
action group has made a huge impact 
ensuring that the campus is ragging free, 
traffic free, etc.”
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A two-day workshop on “Revitalizing Entrepreneurship 
in Self Help Groups” was organised by the School of 

th thManagement on 8  & 9  August, 2008. 60 Self Help 
Group (SHG) Members (Women) from Thanjavur 
District  attended the workshop. Shri   K. 
Balasubramaniyan,  CEO, Creative Management 
Consultancy, Trichy, Sri Ramaswamy Desai, Chief 
Coordinator, STED Projects, TIDITISIA and Mr. Raja 
Mallaiyah, Director, DRDO, Thanjavur were the 
resource persons. 

SASTRA UNIVERSITY
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WORKSHOP ON REVITALIZING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Entrepreneurship Development Cell

Shri A. Senthil Annamalai, Chairman 
of the Confederation of Indian 
Industry (CII), Tiruchi Zone, 
inaugurated the Entrepreneurship 
Development Cell at the School of 

t hManagement, SASTRA on 8  
August, 2008. He spoke on 'Winning 
ways' and the entrepreneurial spirit. 

The cell envisaged a string of activities including 
workshops, panel discussions, training programmes for 
potential entrepreneurs including  graduating students 
from engineering colleges and institutions and 
polytechnics and also current entrepreneurs.

SAKSHAMA'08

Shri R. Venkatraman lighting the traditional lampShri R. Venkatraman lighting the traditional lamp

“With almost every Indian state represented 
at SASTRA, the student community is very 
diverse and united. Diwali, Onam, Ugaadi, 
Holi and many such functions are celebrated 
with traditional pomp and style.”
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Sakshama'08, the Intercollegiate technical symposium 
was organised by the School of Mechanical Engineering 

thon 27  September, 2008. Shri R. Venkatraman, Director, 
Shanmugha Precision Forging presided over the 
function. Students from 17 colleges participated in the 
various events conducted as part of the symposium. 
Watch the Birdie (Golf) paper presentations, Inti-
sensors, Quiz and sketching events were  conducted as 
part of the symposium

HINGES '08

Hinges '08, a National Level Technical Fest was 
th thorganized by the School of Civil Engg. on 26  & 27  

September 2008.  Dr. V.S. Parameswaran, Former 
Director, SERC, Chennai inaugurated the programme. 
23 papers on various disciplines of Civil Engg. were 
presented. 75 teams in 'Inquisitive' (Quiz), 19 in 
'Capamastro' (Structural Modeling), and 13 in 'Progetto' 
( P o s t e r  P r e s e n t a t i o n )  p a r t i c i p a t e d .  
Dr. P.Reghunath, Professor, Annamalai University, 
Dr.K.Pazhanichamy, Professor, NIT, Dr.P.Moses 
Shanthakumar, Professor, NIT, Dr.M.Neelamegam, 
Scientist, SERC, Dr. A.Murugappan, HOD, Annamalai 
University, Professor S. Anathapadmanaban, Dean / 
SoCE, SASTRA chaired various paper presentation 
sessions and delivered keynote addresses. Students from 

th28  Institutions in Tamilnadu and Andhra Pradesh 
participated.  Dr. K.Saravana Rajamohan, Professor 
School Civil Engineering was the coordinator for the 
programme.

INBIOSYS VOLUME II

The Volume II of INBIOSYS, the magazine 
brought out by the students association of 

thBioinformatics was released on 11  
September, 2008. The theme of the 52-page 
Multicolor Magazine was “Human Mind”. 
The magazine features technical articles, 
technical review and crossword puzzles. 

Dr. Parameswaran delivering the inaugural addressDr. Parameswaran delivering the inaugural address

“ Sporting at SASTRA makes students 
physically fit with an endurance to 
perform. Mens Sana, In Corpore Sano - 
A healthy body houses a healthy mind. 
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NEWSLETTER LAUNCHED

VV HERALD, the fortnightly newsletter of SPACE, the 
students association of ECE department was launched 

thon 30  September, 2008.  The eight - page newsletter in 
tabloid form contains articles from students and faculty 
members on technical and general topics. It also features 
Word Search, Sudoku, Puzzles Technical Crossword 
and many useful titbits. GEE VEE Electronics, Trichy 
and Compact were the sponsors for the newsletter. 

Our Registrar launching the newsletterOur Registrar launching the newsletter

BLOOD DONATION

In view of the Silver Jubilee year, the NSS Units of 
SASTRA have been organising blood donation camps 
every week since July, 2008. So far 1200 units of blood 
have been donated by our students to Raja Mirasudar 
Hospital, Thanjavur, Medical College Thanjavur and 
Kali Blood Bank. 

Two more camps were organized under the aegis of 
thAXIS, the Association of Computer Applications on 29  

thAug. and 12   Sep. 2008. Students of MCA donated 210 
units of blood to Raja Mirasdar Hospital and Thanjavur 
Medical College Hospital. Dr. Radhika Michale, Chief 
Blood Bank Officer, Medical College Hospital, 
Thanjavur spoke on the need for blood donation, at a 

thfunction organized by AXIS on 20  August 2008.
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“SASTRA's record at FESTEMBER 
organized by NIT, Trichy is breathless and 
unparalleled hitherto. With an untiring 
intention, victory for SASTRA at 
FESTEMBER is a certainty.”
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TOBACCO FREE CAMPUS

The NSS Units of SASTRA organised a sensitization 
programme in the month of September, 2008. This 
programme was organised as per the instructions of 
Director, Public Health and Preventive Medicine, 
Chennai and State Co-ordinator, NSS. The NSS 
volunteers of SASTRA pasted posters all over the 
campus to create awareness among the students on  
creating tobacco free campus.

LAURELS IN ALL INDIA BSNL CULTURAL MEET 

Chi. M. Ramakrishnan, I B.Tech, Mechanical 
thEngineering, participated in the 8  All India BSNL 
st thCultural Meet held at Shimla from 21  to 24  September, 

2008. He secured First position in Violin event.

B.A.L.L.B. (5-year integrated) and L.L.B. (3-year) 
programmes were inaugurated at SASTRA University, 

thon 4  September, 2008 with the approval of the Bar 
Council of India, New Delhi. Dr. P. Ravisekhara Raju, 
former Principal, M.S. Ramiah College of Law, 
Bangalore, Prof. R. Chandra Mohan, former Principal, 
Madurai and Tirunelveli Law Colleges, and Prof. K. 
Nilamudeen, former Professor, Govt. Law College, 
Trichy, are the core faculty members in the School of 
Law.

The entire law library comprising text books and law 
journals (14,000 volumes), belonging  to the late Shri G. 
Ramaswamy, former Attorney General of India, was 
donated by Shri G. Rajapopalan, senior counsel, Madras 
High Court, and 146 volumes of law journals were 
donated by Shri R. Sadasivam, Advocate and President, 
Mayuram Bar Association. These volumes will be made 
available to practising lawyers in and around Thanjavur 
for reference and also to the students. 

LAW COURSES AT SASTRA

“ Scholarship schemes  at SASTRA is an 
encouragement for students to excel in 
their academics. Nearly Rs.50 Lakhs is 
distributed in the form of scholarships 
annually.”

SASTRA UNIVERSITYSASTRA UNIVERSITYSASTRA UNIVERSITY 19



As per the MoU with 
S A S T R A ,  W I P R O  
conducted a workshop 
on Soft Skills for the pre-
final year students, on 

th th26  and 27  September 
2008.  Around 300 
students from the circuit 
branches participated in 

the workshop.   WIPRO had given first hand information 
to the students on the various expectations and 
requirements of the IT industry for placement.

MoU WITH CCCL

With a view to promote Industry-Academia  relationship, 
SASTRA has signed an MoU with CCCL  (Consolidated 
Construction Consortium Ltd.) a leading Chennai based 

thinfrastructure development company on 29  September 
2008.   The MoU will facilitate students selected by CCCL 
to undergo a special training programme designed by 
CCCL, at SASTRA 
campus during their 

th7  semester. These 
students will also get 
i n t e r n s h i p  w i t h  
CCCL at their project 
site.  The MoU also 
provides for setting 
u p  a  S k i l l  
D e v e l o p m e n t  
Extension Centre at SASTRA, in the areas of Carpentry, 
Plumbing, Masonry, Electrical work, to train the un 
employed rural youths living around SASTRA campus.  
Mr.K.Sivakumar, General Manager, CCCL and 
Dr.V.Badrinath, Dean i/c, Training & Placement, signed 
the MoU.

ITIHAS  VOL:8,  III QUARTER - 2008

BEST PERFORMER AWARD
M / s . W I P R O  
T e c h n o l o g i e s  
instituted the Best 
Performer Award 
for  the WIPRO 
placed students.  
Chi. Charles Prabhu 
a Student of ECE 
(2008 batch) who 
was placed with WIPRO was recommended for this 
award.  Mr.Ramesh Raghavan presented the award on 

t h2 6  S e p t e m b e r ,  2 0 0 8 .  M r. Vi s w a n a t h a n  
Venkatasubramanian, Sr.Manager, Talent Acquisition 
WIPRO also participated and felicitated Charles 
Prabhu.

SOFT SKILLS WORKSHOP BY WIPRO

"Knowing SASTRA better has made 
me understand that there is more to 
learn in SASTRA than engineering 
only."
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SASTRA University celebrated Onam in a traditional 
thstyle on 12  September, 2008. Students from Kerala and 

faculty from different parts got together and welcomed 
King Mahabali with floral designs and offered special 
prayers at the temple in SASTRA campus. They 
arranged for Onam Sadhya, a traditional Kerala delicacy 
to be served to the guests.

Prof. R.Sethuraman, Vice-Chancellor, SASTRA 
University, conveyed his Onam wishes to all.

WINNERS @ UDGHOSH '08

SASTRA University team won Gold Medal in the Chess 
and Weight Lifting events in the UDGHOSH '08, the 

th stNational Level Sports meet, held from 18  to 21  
September 2008 at IIT, Kanpur.

H. Balakrishnan, V MIBT (above 77kg category) and L. 
Ragunathan – III MCT (62 kg category) won the Gold 
Medal in weight lifting competition and S. Vikash Raja 
Samuel, III CSE, M. Jaswanth – II Mech, S. 
Mathivaanan, I ICT, R. Aparna, I-ICT,  and B. Vijay 
Chandran – IV Mech won the Gold Medal in Chess 
Competition. 

The winners with our Vice-ChancellorThe winners with our Vice-Chancellor

ONAM CELEBRATED

"The Entrepreneurship Development 
Cell provides seed money and nurtures 
entrepreneural dreams amongst the 
students."
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ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES AT SRC:

Shri V. Balasubramanian, Admn. Officer  Life Insurance 
corporation, Kumbakonam inaugurated COM-MAN 
Forum, the association of the department of Commerce 

thand Management Studies on 13  August 2008 with a 
brilliant lecture on 'Awareness of Life Insurance'. A 
special lecture, under the aegis of  the forum was 
delivered by Shri G. Giridaran,  Chartered Accountant, 

Kumbakonam on “Accounting Standards and Global 
ndAccounting” on 22  August,  2008.

Shri R. Achutharaman, Principal Technologist 
Processor Diagnostics group, Sun Microsystems 
inaugurated EXACT, the association of the Dept. of 

JAPANESE LANGUAGE PROGRAMME  AT SRC

A Certificate programme in Japanese Language was 
thinaugurated at SRC  on 25  August, 2008. Prof. Tomaki 

Nakamura of Japan is the faculty for the programme. 
The course is conducted to a batch of 30 students of 
B.Tech. and B.Sc classes after the regular class hours.  
Dr.S. Seshadri, Dean, Engineering and   Prof. S.A. 
Sankara Narayanan,  Head, Dept. of English spoke on 
the occasion. 

This programme is arranged as a part of SASTRA's 
MoU with M/s S.N. Hayakawa Enterprises, Chennai.

“ We are such a campus right from the 
inception stages in 1984. We strongly 
believe in a value-based approach in 
education.”
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Time Student Says...

2005' June

2008' April

-

-

"Bye Bye Dad & Mum
  I miss you a lot"

"Bye Bye Warden.
  I miss you a lot"

Hostel life at SASTRA  is a unique experience.

thComputer Science and IT on  9  August, 2008 and spoke 
on “Trends in Computing”. A 2-day workshop on “Data 

rdMining and Ware Housing” was organised on 23  and 
th24  of August 2008. Shri Rajaraman Srinivasan, Senior 

Project Manager, Cognizant Technologies, Chennai 
acted as the resource person.

GENECHEM, the association of the Department of 
Chemistry and Bio-Sciences organised a special lecture 
on “Enzyme Technology and Connective Tissue 
Biology” by Dr. R. Puvana Krishnan, Emeritus 

thScientist, C.L.R.I, Chennai on 8  August, 2008.  Shri P. 
Giridhar, Scientist, Plant Cell Biotechnology 
Department, Central Food Technological Research 
Institute, Mysore delivered a lecture on “Recent Trends 
in Plant Biotechnology”.

The activities of  The Athenaeum, the association of the 
thdept. of English at SRC was inaugurated on 9  August, 

2008 by Prof. K.G. Seshadri, Dean, Humanities & 
Sciences, SASTRA.
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KALAMALIKA, the Fine Arts Club at SRC in 
collaboration with Indian Art and Cultural Academy, 

thThanjavur conducted a drawing competition on 5  
September, 2008. The activities of Elpower, the 
association of the Department of EEE and Physics was 

thinaugurated on 13  August 2008 by Dr. P.H. Anand, 
Professor, Govt. College, Kumbakonam.

NSS ACTIVITIES

The NSS Units at SRC conducted two Blood Donation 
nd stCamps on 22  August, and 1  September, 2008 and 

donated 178 units of   blood to the Blood Bank, 
Government Hospital, Kumbakonam and to Thanjavur 
Medical College Hospital.

A One-Day workshop on Competitive Exams was 
organised for the benefit of the students. Dr. A. 
Manoharan, Sub Divisional Engineer, BSNL, Trichy 
served as the resource person. Shortcut methods in 
numerical abilities, aptitude, reasoning abilities, 
distance and time based problems were taught to 170 
students who attended the workshop.

A traffic awareness campaign was organised by the NSS 
and NCC units.  Shri Srinivasan, DSP, Kumbakonam 

"SCORE is an initiative at SASTRA that 
creates an awareness amongst the 
students on the need for being socially 
conscious and embrace an ecosystem 
that has been responsible for their 
growth".
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20 members of the Rotaract Club of SRC participated in 
temple cleaning activity at Shri Palaivana Natha Swamy 

thTemple, Thirupalathurai on 28  September, 2008. Shri 
G. Sethuraman, Staff advisor, Rotaract Club at SRC 
coordinated the programme. 

TEMPLE CLEANING

LINUX USERS GROUP  

Linux Users Group was inaugurated at SRC by  Shri M. 
Ramadass, National Resource Centre for Free and Open 
Source Software (NRC-FOSS). A two day workshop on 
Linux OS / Tools was also conducted by the Department 
of CSE / IT on 29 & 30 September 2008. 

inaugurated the campaign. 6000 bull's eye stickers were 
stuck on two wheelers & four wheelers. Pamphlets 
were also distributed to the public highlighting the 
various safety measures to be taken to avoid road 
accidents. 

"The cultural & tech festivals at 
SASTRA is an invitation to the 
world outside to experience 
creativity at its best."
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TEACHERS' DAY CELEBRATIONS 

The School of Education at SRC celebrated the 
t hTe a c h e r s '  D a y  o n  5  S e p t e m b e r  2 0 0 8 .  

Dr. N. Neelakandan, Department of Tamil, National 
College, Trichy threw light on the achievements of Dr. 
S. Radhakrishnan. 27 student-teachers presented papers 
on various topics related to the life and works of Dr. S. 
Radhakrishnan.

stAs part of the Intel's education initiative to empower 21  
Century Teaching and Learning, the School of 
Education at SRC,  conducted a one day workshop to 
Principals and Senior Members of the teaching faculty 
of various Colleges of Education in and around 

thKumbakonam on 19  August 2008. Mrs Sankari, from 
Intel served as resource person.  Shri R.Nandhakumar 
and Shri S.A. Sivasankar, Lecturers in School of 
Education, SRC Coordinated the programme.

INTEL TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR TEACHERS

SASTRA UNIVERSITY

In Corpe Diem 2008 the intramural cultural festival 
conducted at SASTRA Main Campus the following 
students won prizes.

Chi. N. Devendhran  - I Prize  - Poetry Writing 

Chi. A.C. Ganesh Kumar and  
Chi. R. Arun Kumar - II Prize -Tamil Cross word puzzle 

Kum. R. Sinduja  -  III Prize -  Story writing in Tamil

SRC IN CARPE DIEM 2008

SASTRA UNIVERSITY
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"February 13, 14 & 15, 2009"
www.daksh.sastra.edu.
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SNIPPETS FROM 
SHANMUGA POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE

IPAA TOURNAMENT

Shanmugha Polytechnic College Basket Ball Team was 
the winner in the Inter-Polytechnic Athletic Association 
Tournament, Trichy Division held at Srinivasa 

thPolytechnic on 27  August, 2008. The Hockey team 
were the  runners up in the event held at Anna Stadium, 

thTrichy on 17  August, 2008. 

Chi. N. Gowthaman, III-EEE and Chi. B. Pram Chand, I 
– ECE played Chess by Swiss System and came out  
runners up.

TECHNICAL QUIZ

Chi. R. Mahendran and Chi. S. Kalaiselvam of III – CT 
won the II Prize in the Technical Quiz Competition held 
at Srinivasa Polytechnic College, Keeranur. 

RED RIBBON CLUB

The Red Ribbon Club of Shanmugha Polytechnic 
College conducted an AIDS awareness programme  on 

th17  July, 2008. Mrs. Premila and Mr. Gnanaprakasam of 
HIV Network spoke on how AIDS can be prevented.

SCOUTS CAMP 

Shri K. Mathialagan, I – DME participated in 
Jamboree, the regional testing camp for 
Scouts students for Rashtrapathi Award held 

th that Palode, Kerala from 15  to 20  September, 
2008.

"February 27, 28   & 
March 1, 2009"

www.ks.sastra.edu.
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INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON LIGHT INDUCED 
WAVEGUIDES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS TO 

NANOPHOTONICS  (LIWAN-2008)
th th

7  to 9  December, 2008
Supported by the Royal Society, England and the 

Department of Science and Technology, India
Contact: 
School of Electrical & Electronics Engineering

SASTRA University, Email : ganapathyr@ece.sastra.edu

Dr. R. Ganapathy, Senior Lecturer

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE on 

"NUMBER THEORY & MODULAR FORMS”
th st nd 20 , 21  and 22  DECEMBER 2008

CONTACT INFORMATION
Dr. K. Srinivasa Rao & Dr. R. Balakrishnan

Convenors
International Conference on 

“NUMBER THEORY & MODULAR FORMS”
SRINIVASA RAMANUJAN CENTRE

SASTRA University, Kumbakonam-612 001,INDIA.
Phone: +91 435 2426823, 2400822, Fax : +91 435 2402460

E mail : icntmf@sastra.edu
Web site :www.sastra.edu/icntmf/index.html

National Conference on 
Communications, Networking & Cryptology

th th
5  & 6  December 2008

Organized by:  

School of Computing, SASTRA UNIVERSITY 

CONTACT DETAILS
Dr. N. K. SAKTHIVEL (Convener)

National Conference on Communications, Networking,
and Cryptology, NCCNC2008,

School of Computing SASTRA UNIVERSITY,
Thanjavur – 613 402

Phone : +91 4362 264101 – 108, Extn.: 619
Fax : +91 4362 264120

Email : nccnc2008@sastra.edu
URL : http://www.sastra.edu/nccnc2008
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